Abstract-Autonomous vehicles require the ability to safely operate under both external environment constraints such as obstacles, and their own limits such as dynamic conditions. The problem of planning feasible control reference inputs against both constraints is still an open question. In this paper, the contribution is to propose an Invariant-Set-Based Planning (ISBP) approach which can move a vehicle from an initial point to a goal point by calculating feasible control reference inputs with satisfying both constraints simultaneously. A series of invariant sets will be calculated to cover feasible path and system input constraints will be novelly modified to calculate each invariant set. Finally, ISBP approach will be achieved by solving a set of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs).
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous vehicles have been increasingly used for civilian and military applications in resent years. Facing different work spaces, vehicles require the ability to safely operate under both external environment constraints, such as obstacles, and their own kinematic/dynamic limits.
Subject to external environment constraints, a number of path planning approaches have been proposed in recent decades, such as artificial potential field approach [1] , graph theoretic approaches (visibility graph [2] , Voronoi graph [3] , tangent graph [4] , etc.), graph search approaches (A * algorithm [5] , D * algorithm [6] ) and random sampling approaches (rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT) [7] , probabilistic roadmap (PRM) [8] , etc.). The results achieved by path planning approaches are feasible pathes or path points which satisfy external environment constraints and connect the initial point and the goal point. However, the achieved pathes are poor efficiency or even infeasible for real vehicles because of neglecting vehicles' kinematic/dynamic limits.
In order to cover the gap between feasible path and vehicles' limits, trajectory planning approaches are investigated, such as parametric curve based methods (B-spline [9] , Bezier curve [10] , etc.) which can generate smooth and time-based trajectories according to calculated path points. However, the achieved trajectory cannot be guaranteed to pass through each path point which implies that the trajectory may violate *This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant: 61433016
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Compared to the mentioned separated approaches, integrated planning methods considering both external environment constraints and vehicles' limits simultaneously are limited such as closed-loop rapidly-exploring random trees (CL-RRT) algorithm [13] , [14] , and differential-flatness-theory based approaches [15] , [16] .
In this paper, an Invariant-Set-Based Planning (ISBP) approach is proposed to compute a sequence of control inputs to move a plant from an initial point to a goal point while satisfying both external environment constraints and vehicles' limits. The role of the invariant set is a bridge to connect the two kinds of constraints. Note that, a similar settheory based motion planning method just appeared in recent research work [17] where by resorting set-theory, sequences of one-step controllable sets were pre-computed by receding horizon control (RHC) algorithm off-line. In this paper, the proposed ISBP approach will solve the planning problem without RNC algorithm so that to avoid disadvantages such as reversed calculation of set sequences (from the goal point to the initial point), large storage space requirements and more computing steps.
The contribution of this paper is the proposed ISBP approach which can fulfill planning subject to external environment constraints and vehicle's dynamic limits while existing system state, input constraints and disturbances. Deeply, a series of invariant sets will be calculated to cover the path from the initial point to the goal point. By introducing external control reference, reachability problem is investigated so that set sequence can be calculated forward which implies that calculation is from the initial point to the goal point as traditional planning methods. In order to calculate a sequence of sets, the centers of sets (also the equilibrium point point of a system) are novelly transformed into system input constraints so that less computing steps and lower storage space requirements are achieved for offline running.
The remaining part of this paper is as follows: Background and problem statement is dedicated in Section II. Section III is devoted to the development of the proposed ISBP approach. In section IV, a numerical simulation is considered to illustrate the proposed ISBP method. Section V ends the paper with conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a vehicle dynamic model in linear case
where
p represent states, control inputs, disturbances and system outputs respectively. A, B, C and D are constant and known matrices with appropriate dimensions. Here, we consider actuator saturation constraints which imply that
where α i and β i are upper and lower bounds of the i th actuator. α i = β i = u i implies the actuator constraints are symmetrical where u i is a constant value. State constraints and bounded disturbance are defined by Ω x = {x(t) | hx(t) ≤x} where h is a constant vector andx is a constant value, and
A. Invariant set
Considering a linear systeṁ
the (positively) invariant set can be given by the following definition.
Definition 1 [18] : The set S ⊂ R np is said invariant for the above system if for all x(0) ∈ S the solution x(t) ∈ S. If x(0) ∈ S implies x(t) ∈ S for t > 0 then we say that S is positively invariant.
Based on Definition 1, the definition of robustly controlled invariant set for system (1) is given.
Definition 2 [18] : The set S ⊂ R np is said robustly controlled invariant for system (1) if ω(t) ∈ Ω ω , x ∈ Ω x , u ∈ Ω u and there exists a continuous feedback control law u(t) = Kx(t) which assures the existence and uniqueness of the solution on R + and it is such that S is positively invariant for the closed loop system.
Note that, the solution x(t) is also named as state trajectory. If S is a robustly controlled invariant set of system (1) and x(0) ∈ S, the state trajectory of system (1) is guaranteed inside S and never outside. An invariant set S can be constructed by the following theorem.
For predigestion, ρ is chosen equal to 1 and simplify S ρ as S = {V (x(t)) ≤ 1}. Hence, the construction of S becomes to find a function V which impliesV (x(t)) ≤ 0 when V (x(t)) ≤ 1. Obviously, if we assume V (x(t)) ≥ 0 then V can be a candidate of Lyapunov function.
B. Reachable set
In order to implement tracking of controller reference input offset-free, the vector of error integration e(t) = (ref − y(t)) dt is introduced and a new system can be obtained with new system state
Based on system (2), a state feedback controller can be designed with controller matrix K e such as
Definition 3 [20] : The reachable set S r of system (2) is defined by
Considering system (2) and treating ref and ω(t) as disturbance, define robustly controlled invariant set S of system (2) . An example of S and S r under n p = p = 2 condition is shown in Fig. 1 . Note that, the dimension of invariant set S is n > n p = p, so the invariant set shown in Fig. 1 is the projection of S in fact. To facilitate this discussion, we do not distinguish the invariant set and its projection in the following figures. 
C. Problem statement
For convenience of discussion, a 2-D (n p = p = 2) work space is used in the following while the proposed ISBP approach can be expanded in n-D condition directly. Consider a pre-known environment as shown in Fig. 2 where the initial location is L 0 and the goal location is L 5 . Based on the pre-known environment, a lot of path planning approaches can be used to find a feasible path against external environment constraints such as obstacles. Suppose this path is represented by a series of nodes such as L 1 , L 2 , ...L 5 as shown in Fig. 2 .
The target of proposed ISBP approach is to calculate feasible controller reference inputs to move the vehicle from the initial location to the goal location based on the feasible path and satisfy both external environment constraints and vehicle's limits.
In the following, assumptions are considered: Assumption 1: The environment is pre-known which means that the initial location, the goal location and the positions of obstacles are all known.
Assumption 2: The obstacles only exist in output space. Future more, the obstacles are modeled by spheres with known radius; Distances between any two spheres are larger enough for vehicle passing;
Assumption 3: The goal location is reachable and there exist a pre-known feasible path which means the nodes of a path is known and the serially connections of all nodes from the initial location to the goal location is collision free;
III. MAIN RESULTS

A. Invariant-set-based planning
Consider a simple pre-known environment as shown in Fig. 3(a) where the initial location is L 0 and the goal location is L 1 . Suppose a feasible path is represented by two nodes L 0 , L 1 and their connection as shown in the same figure.
Clearly, the work space is state space, thus, the locations in work space are equality to the states such as the initial state is x(0) = L 0 . Thus, an invariant set S can be constructed according to plant dynamic model (2) under controller (3), which also guarantee obstacle avoidance. Suppose the invariant set is S 0 and the related reachable set is S r0 as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Clearly, because of the existing of constraints such as obstacles and vehicle limits, the invariant set S 0 may not contain the goal location L 1 as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Deeply, the goal location L 1 is also outside the reachable set S r0 which means L 1 is unreachable under this condition. Thus, the system states should be continued moving.
Suppose the intersection of reachable set S r0 and feasible path L 0 L 1 is c 1 as shown in Fig. 3(b) . In order to move state from c 1 to L 1 , a new invariant set, whose center is c 1 , is required. However, typically speaking, the center of an invariant set is a equilibrium point of a system. Hence, a new dynamic system should be built which satisfies 1) the equilibrium point is related to c 1 ; 2) At the same time, the dynamic system should has the same matrices A e , , B e , D e , F e and C e compared to system (2) .
Suppose the new system is existing with statex e (t). Based on the new system, we can construct the second invariant set S 1 whose center is c 1 as shown in Fig. 3(c) . The related reachable set S r1 is also shown. Obviously, the goal location L 1 is inside the reachable set S r1 now which means L 1 is reachable under this condition. Then we can choose the center of S 1 , c 1 , and the goal location L 1 as sequence of controller reference input. At last, Fig. 3(d) shows the practical trajectory which is obtained by vehicle actual operation.
Remark 1: Note that, although the proposed ISBP approach seems like the bubble-based planning methods [21] according to Fig. (3) , they are totally different in fact. In bubble-based methods, the bubbles have no relationship with vehicles' limits.
Remark 2: Compared to [17] , ISBP method can calculate sequence of sets forward by introducing tracking controller and reachable set. At the same time, ISBP approach do not need to calculate invariant set S in each step so that both computing steps and required storage space are reduced.
The detail of calculating invariant set S and reachable set S r will be discussed next. Then, the method of building new dynamic system will follow.
B. Calculation of invariant set and reachable set
Because invariant set is related to closed-loop system, thus, controller synthesizing and invariant set calculating are considered at the same time to reduce conservative. Among other methods, linear quadratic regulator (LQR) technique is widely used to design controller matrix K e . LQR problem means the control law u(t) = K e x e (t) should minimize the cost function ∞ 0
x T e (t)Q xe x e (t) + u T (t)Q u u(t) dt where Q xe and Q u are parameter matrices which are determined according to expect system performance. The LQR problem can be solved by linear matrix inequality (LMI) technique.
Then, suppose ref (2) with controller u(t) = K e x e (t) can be calculated according to the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Given η 1 > 0, η 2 > 0, diagonal matrices Q xe and Q u , if there exist symmetric positive-definite matrices 
where Y i represent the i th row of matrix Y , then u(t) ∈ Ω u is guaranteed and the ellipsoid S = {x e (t) | x T e (t)P x e (t) ≤ 1 is an invariant set with P = W −1 , K e = Y P and Q r = W −1 r . Then, assume the reachable set S r defined by Definition 3 is included in the invariant set S such as S r ∈ S. Hence, because the reference is bounded such as ref ∈ Ω ref and the integrator can guarantee all references are reachable such as y(∞) = ref , the reachable set S r can be denoted by
Thus, the invariant set and reachable set neglecting external environment constraints are obtained. However, in order to guarantee controlled plant obstacle avoidance, state trajectory should be kept outside all of spheres which represent obstacles. For achieving this purpose, invariant set S should not intersect with all of spheres. As the best knowledge of the author, it is not easy to judge the intersection between a ellipsoid and a sphere, so an alternate method is used.
Suppose S 0 ⊂ R n is a sphere which is defined
According to Assumption 2, obstacles only exist in output space. Thus, if state x ei (t) is one of system outputs then q i = 1/d 2 min ; otherwise, q i = 0 where d min is the distance between the center of the nearest obstacle and the currant system equilibrium point.
According to the above analysis, the following theorem is proposed to calculate maximum invariant set S and reachable set S r of system (2) under both external environment constraints and vehicle's limits.
Theorem 2: Given η 1 > 0, η 2 > 0, η 3 > 0, diagonal matrices Q xe and Q u , symmetric positive-definite matrices W 0 and R, if there exist a positive scale λ, symmetric positive-definite matrices W ∈ R n×n and W r ∈ R p×p , a matrix Y ∈ R 
where Y i represent the i th row of matrix Y and W 0 = Q −1 0 , then obstacle avoidance and u(t) ∈ Ω u are guaranteed, the ellipsoid S = x e (t) | x T e (t)P x e (t) ≤ 1 is an invariant set with P = W −1 and K e = Y P and
which satisfies S r ∈ S. Note that, the inverse of zero in W 0 can be replaced by a large enough value compared to other non-zero item in W 0 . The relationship between related sets and obstacles are shown in Fig. 4 with assuming all sets are projected to a 2-D plane.
Based on the calculated invariant set S and reachable set S r , a new center c 1 can be computed which is the intersection point of S r and the feasible path. Next step is to calculate new invariant set and reachable set whose center is c 1 . However, the common center of sets calculated through Theorem 2 is zero which implies that Theorem 2 cannot be used to compute new sets whose center is related to c 1 . In order to solve the problem, a new system is defined whose equilibrium point is zero so that Theorem 2 can work. At the same time, the equilibrium point of the new system is related to c 1 .
C. Construction of new dynamic system
In this part, equilibrium point will be novelly transformed into system input constrains to construct new dynamic system. According to Assumption 3, feasible path is defined in output space. At the same time, reachable set S r is also defined in output space. Thus, the intersection point of S r and the feasible path, such as c 1 , is also in output space and it can be represented by ref or y(∞). Neglecting disturbance, considering system (2) with controller (3) under reference ref , the steady state can be calculated such as 
which has symmetrical actuator constraints such as
Then, define new actuator constraints as following. Based on the new constraints, u(t) can be rewrote as
where z(t) is a new control input vector and ζ is a unit vector. Thus, system (1) is equality to
Taking into account 0 = Ax c1 + Bū, the state equation can be rewrote asẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bz(t) − Ax c1 + Dω(t). Furthermore, define new statex(t) = x(t) − x c1 and a new system is achieved such as ẋ (t) = Ax(t) +Bz(t) + Dω(t)
Obviously, system (17) and system (14) represent one system but in different forms. Note that, when z(t) = 0, u(t) =ū and 0 = Ax c1 + Bū is hold which implies that x c1 can be regarded as a equilibrium point of system (14) . Thus, by modifying the actuator constraints of system (1) and defining a new system (14) , the equilibrium point of system (1) has been moved to a new point x c1 which is related to c 1 .
Considering system (17) with error integration e(t) = (ref − y(t)) dt, a new system is achieved such as
, A e , B e , F e , D e , and C e are defined the same as system (2) .
Then, based on Theorem 2, invariant set S = x e (t) |x 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A point car dynamic model [17] is used to illustrate the proposed ISBP approach:
, and C = I 2×2 0
The constraints and disturbance of point car system is u = 6,
The work space and external environment constraints are shown if Fig. 5(a) where pink discs represent obstacles, black star in the left-lower corner is the initial location and green point in the right-upper corner is the goal location. A feasible path is also shown in Fig. 5(a) with red lines.
According to solve LMIs proposed by Theorem 2, three sequences of sets can be calculated: Set S 0 , invariant set S and reachable set S r . Fig. 5(b) shows the sequence of reachable set S r and their centers by blue circles and blue stars. Obviously, the feasible path is covered by the sequence of reachable sets while the center of first reachable set (the left-lower one) is the initial location, the last reachable set (the right-upper one) contains the goal location. Then centers of each reachable set are selected as controller reference inputs to guild the point car moving from the initial location to the goal location. At last, the car trajectory of practical operating is shown in Fig. 5 (c) by blue curve which does not hit any obstacles.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Invariant-Set Based Planning (ISBP) approach is proposed to calculate feasible control reference inputs for autonomous vehicles against both external environment constraints and vehicles' limits. Invariant set is introduced as a bridge to connect the two kinds of constraints: on one hand, invariant set is calculated through Lyapunov functions where vehicle's limits are taken into account; on the other hand, invariant set has certain geometrical shape and size so that the set can be moved to avoid hit external environment constraints. At last, a point car model is used for simulation to illustrate the proposed ISBP approach and an additional simulation is used to demonstrate the the variation of input constraints.
